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Meet Garth  

Garth Callaghan is the original Napkin Notes Dad. A native 

of upstate New York, Garth Callaghan has lived near 

Richmond, Virginia, for most of his adult life. His daughter 

helped to inspire the Napkin Notes collection. His hope is that 

parents will make lunches for their children and always pack 

a Napkin Note.  

Our Story 

Garth does not know how long he has to live.  

But he can be certain of one simple thing: No matter his fate, his 
daughter, Emma, will find a handwritten note inside her 
lunchbox each day until she graduates from high school. 

Shortly after Emma turned twelve, Garth learned he had kidney 
cancer. 

He was diagnosed with cancer over and over again. 

Determined to make the time he had left meaningful, he made a 
promise to compile years’ worth of notes to give his daughter 
through her high school graduation. What he did not know is 
that promise would become a community - Napkin Notes.  

The goal was and has always been to encourage people to 
connect in simple and meaningful ways. 

Most people refer to him as the "Napkin Notes Dad." It is a title 
he takes pride in. It represents a lifetime of relationship building - 
not just with his daughter Emma but with everyone he meets.  
 
Napkin Notes was one of many ways Garth was able to build 
relationships with people to remind them they matter.  
 
After being diagnosed with cancer 4 times and not knowing what 
the future holds for me  - I know now is the time to share what I 
have learned.   
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I magine a world where people wake up every day with the 

knowledge that they matter.  

 

Garth started writing notes and tucking them into his daughter’s 

lunch when she was in kindergarten. It wasn’t a ‘thing’ back then. 

The notes were simple at first. “I Love You!” “Be a good friend to 

someone.” “Have a great day!” As Emma grew older, the notes 

became more sophisticated. Garth tried to motivate and inspire her. 

He provided encouragement before exams or softball games. Emma 

began to expect a note to be included in her lunch. Writing notes 

became a daily practice. He looked forward to writing them as much 

as he hoped Emma anticipated reading them.  

Every day Emma wakes up with the knowledge that she matters. 

Visit Garth and Emma online at www.napkinnotesdad.com and on 

social media. 
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Napkin Notes 

After Garth’s third cancer diagnosis, 

he understandably freaked out. One 

of his doctors talked about the median 

life span of a metastatic kidney cancer 

patient being 12 months. And the five-

year survival rate was about 8%.  

Emma had just under five years left of 

high school at the time. Garth was 

worried he wouldn’t be around long enough to be her dad through 

graduation.  

Garth made a promise. He would write out 826 Napkin Notes in 
advance, one for each lunch left in high school, just in case he died.  

Napkin Notes has been translated into over 15 different editions and 
published around the world.  
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Accolades 

“Garth is my hero... Optimism is everything. If you’re here to live, enjoy 
life and value it, and that’s what I love about Garth. He teaches us to 
do that more.” 

— Rachael Ray, The Rachael Ray Show 

“A moving, inspirational, encouraging, and dramatic story with a lot of 
wisdom, and a lot of good points, even for me, at living my life.” 

— Peter Johnson, Jr. Fox and Friends 

“Be prepared with a Kleenex box, for this is an emotional read, an 
inspirational true story, one which will be a living legacy for his 
family...” 

— Review by Sunny on amazon.com 

“Such an emotional book ... I bought it last week in the bookstore by 
accident because I was looking for another book. It grabbed my 
attention with the first sight.” 

— Facebook Community Member  

“This book is a raw story...” 

—  Review by Chris C on amazon.com 

“Wonderfully inspiring. My hero. Garth’s simple and yet profound 
notes has given me still another way to inspire and support my own 
children.” 

— Review by Camper Mom on amazon.com  
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Workshops 

SIMPLE. PRACTICAL. ACTIONABLE.  
 
We believe it is our responsibility to create learning moments in 
the room so that the principles we teach can be applied 
immediately.  

KEYNOTE  
 

Inviting someone into an organization to share an idea is quite 

common. For 60 minutes the audience listens to an inspirational  

message encouraging change within the organization and their 

life. After the keynote is over everyone is energized but only after 

a few days its business as usual - where did the inspiration go? 

  

You are not the only one asking this question.  

  

Garth believes inspiration is paired best with the practical 'how to' 

using examples organizations can relate to. The audience will 

know what to do build relationships with the people around them 

when they leave because they will practice the words and 

actions in the room.   

  

Garth believes we are at our best when we are connected to the 

people around us - in his keynote he shares his Napkin Note 

story and the principles he has followed through out his career to 

connect to the people around him.  
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Workshops 

SIMPLE. PRACTICAL. ACTIONABLE.  
 
We believe it is our responsibility to create learning moments in 
the room so that the principles we teach can be applied 
immediately.  

WORKSHOP 
 

In this interactive workshop Garth will teach you and your team 

how to build relationships and connect with each other. We take 

the values off the wall and make them actionable because when 

we feel connected and cared for we can do our best work.  

Humans need to be connected to the people around them. In this 

workshop we guide you in discovering ways to build meaningful 

relationships to make a shift in the environment - from doing to 

being people driven.   

 

 

Based upon the science that we can rewire our brains, along with 

practical examples in real organizations, this workshop lays out 

the framework for: 

 

 Becoming a people driven organization. 

 Developing simple and actionable tools to live the values of 

the organization.  

 Applying the process to your organization and develop action 


